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Introduction
Glaucoma is a leading cause of visual impairment in the United States and worldwide. It is estimated that over 2.2 million Americans have glaucoma, and the number is expected to grow to more than 3 million by 2020 (see Friedman et al. (2004) , Quigley and Broman (2006) ). Glaucoma is often asymptomatic early in the course of the disease; but if left untreated, it leads to gradual and progressive loss of vision, ultimately resulting in irreversible blindness. Early identification of progression and appropriate treatment can slow or halt the rate of vision loss (see NEI (2011) ).
Patients suffering from glaucoma are monitored periodically via noisy quantitative tests to determine whether the disease is stable or a change in treatment is warranted to slow glaucoma-related vision loss. There is often a clear tradeoff between monitoring intervals that are too short (little information is gained between readings, and there is unnecessary cost and undue discomfort and/or anxiety for the patients), and too long (the patient's long term outcomes may be affected adversely by the delay in detecting disease progression). However, no consensus exists as to the optimal frequency by which testing should take place, and the ideal frequency of testing can vary from patient to patient. With the movement towards patient-centered models of care (see Bensing (2000) ), monitoring guidelines that incorporate information from the patient's history are needed.
The standard for glaucoma care is to periodically measure intraocular pressure (IOP) (see Lee et al. (2007) , Musch et al. (2008) ) and peripheral vision, as captured by visual field (VF) testing (see Bengtsson et al. (2009) , Diaz-Aleman et al. (2009 ), McNaught et al. (1995 , Zahari et al. (2006)) to determine if and when an intervention should be performed to slow glaucoma-related vision loss. The IOP test measures the fluid pressure in the eye. A high IOP is an important risk factor that can lead to damage of the optic nerve and loss of peripheral vision. The automated VF test examines the sensitivity of the eye to light stimuli, which is a way of quantifying peripheral vision loss. Standard automated VF tests provide a quantitative metric on sensitivity to light throughout the field of vision, as well as a number of global indices comparing the patient's test performance to that of a healthy individual with no glaucoma (see Choplin and Edwards (1999) ). Testing noise is associated with both IOP readings and VF test results. During the VF test patients can get nervous or tired, which can lead to false positive and false negative responses. Moreover, patients may experience fixation loss which introduces error into test results. The VF test can be long and burdensome, particularly for elderly patients (see Gardiner and Demirel (2008) ). Subject to the judgment and expertise of eye care providers, the frequency with which patients undergo testing may be as infrequent as every two years (see American Academy of Ophthalmology Glaucoma Panel (2010) ). This frequency depends on a variety of factors including disease severity and stability of the disease. The expense of conducting these tests can be significant for both the patients and the overall US healthcare system (see Lee et al. (2006) , Rein et al. (2006) , Alliance for Aging Research (2011)).
In this paper we develop advanced models and methods for determining the appropriate frequency of monitoring chronic disease customizable for each patient. Table 1 A comparison of our paradigm with traditional approaches to patient testing.
In clinical practice, physicians typically monitor chronic diseases by administering a set of quantifiable tests to gain information about a patient's disease state (such as VF and IOP). One or two dimensional state spaces are insufficient to incorporate the richness of data involved in clinical decision making. This causes a problem for such traditional paradigms as Markov Decision Process (MDP), which suffer from the curse of dimensionality. We propose a novel approach using linear Gaussian systems to model disease progression. Our models can easily accommodate large state spaces and rich data inputs. These models are continuous state models with dynamics specified by a first order vector difference equations. By including in the state not only a test measurement itself, but its most important derivatives (e.g., second, third, and fourth in our model) and noise dynamics, existing methods can be harnessed to parameterize a rich model of progression capturing a wide range of dynamic behavior.
As demonstrated by the case of glaucoma, chronic disease monitoring typically involves both system noise (e.g. stochastic disease evolution) and measurement noise (e.g. testing errors). This is not easily captured in traditional approaches, yet these noise components are critical to capturing the true dynamics of chronic disease care. Our approach enables us to capture correlated multivariate white noise that is present in many medical tests, including VF tests and IOP tests.
This work also breaks ground by moving from a paradigm that is population-based to a paradigm that is focused on individual patient outcomes. Traditional approaches often formulate the problem using transition probabilities derived from a general population. Our approach incorporates not only a population-based a priori model, but also the information from each successive test to learn about the patient's disease dynamics and tailor the policy to the specific individual. This means that our model is driven by rich patient information that accumulates as more tests are scheduled.
As will be seen, our model considers the value of obtaining only the necessary information about a patient to detect disease progression subject to the clinician's specified level of confidence about the disease state.
In contrast with traditional approaches, our approach produces a dynamic policy that is adaptable to specific patient needs. Traditional policies are often based on solving an optimization model off-line and using the output or structural insights to guide population-wide testing decisions in a static manner. While we also obtain structural insights, our algorithm is a feedback control-based approach that dynamically updates the policy as additional patient data are obtained. Furthermore, our approach forecasts the patient disease state into the future until their is no longer statistical confidence that the forecasted disease state has not passed a progression threshold, at which point another test is recommended. Our decision support algorithm allows the clinician to control both the confidence level and the progression threshold to tailor the treatment to specific patient needs.
This creates a sharp and clinically relevant contrast to traditional optimization approaches that produce a "one size fits all" policy, that is, a policy that treats two patients with the same symptoms in the same way. As noted in Fowler et al. (1988) , two patients can experience the exact same symptoms very differently and therefore treatments should be tailored to the patient's experience of the symptoms and not just to the symptoms themselves. For example, a clinician would likely prescribe a different treatment approach for a sick elderly patient versus a young healthy patient if they had the same level of glaucoma.
Clinical relevance and acceptance also hinges on model validity. Traditional modeling efforts typically take a high level approach to validating their models by calculating transition probabilities based on population data often obtained from literature surveys. We take a more detailed approach by testing our algorithm on individual patients from a large 10 year clinical trial and comparing its outcomes with those based on currently accepted testing practices for the same patients.
Finally, the monitoring problem we address in this manuscript is not unique to glaucoma. There is a need for novel methodology to assist clinicians caring for patients with an array of medical conditions. Those that would benefit most from our approach are: (1) asymptomatic early on in the disease, (2) effectively treatable to prevent morbidity and mortality if progression is detected early enough, (3) progressive and require patients to be followed over extended periods of time, (4) can lead to serious complications (blindness, kidney failure, stroke, heart attack, etc.), and (5) have quantifiable measures (protein level measurements, blood pressure measurements, viral load levels, etc.). Examples of chronic diseases for which physicians periodically monitor a number of quantifiable medical tests to capture progression include diabetes mellitus, connective tissue diseases, and kidney diseases. Given that chronic illnesses affect almost one out of every two adults in the United States (see CDC (2011)), the new ideas in this research have the potential for broad impact on cost to our health system as well as on patients' quality of care and quality of life.
A high level view of our approach to disease monitoring is depicted in Figure 1 . The model begins with an observation epoch where the patient is given the required set of medical tests (e.g. Figure 1 Decision support framework for chronic disease monitoring. This paper's methodological contributions are derived from the analysis of the interaction of the ProP function with the linear Gaussian system dynamics parameters and the Kalman filter mean and covariance calculations. This work generates a new framework that extends classical theory of positive semi-definiteness, quadratic forms and partial ordering of matrices. The structural properties analyzed generate new insights into the practice of monitoring patients, some of which have been hypothesized by physicians (see Jansonius (2007) ), but have yet to be rigorously validated.
VF and IOP tests
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant literature. Disease state estimation and forecasting are detailed in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss our approach to determine the Time to Next Test(TNT) and the solution and structural properties of our algorithm. Section 5 applies our models retrospectively to a large-scale glaucoma clinical trial for validation and to demonstrates how our algorithm can deliver improved patient care with fewer tests. Finally, we discuss our results and future directions in Section 6.
Literature
There are three primary areas in the literature relevant to our approach: (1) medical examination and screening, (2) machine surveillance, inspection and maintenance, and (3) linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) systems with controlled observations (sometimes called control of measurement subsystems).
Medical Examination and Screening Models: Most research in the field focuses on performing discrete screenings or examinations to detect the first incidence of a disease, rather than monitoring an ongoing chronic disease. The two main approaches are either cost-based or assume a fixed number of examinations. Such models have been developed for cancer and diabetes mellitus among other chronic diseases (see Lincoln and Weiss (1964) , Michaelson et al. (1999) , Shwartz (1978) , Baker (1998) , Maillart et al. (2008) , Rauner et al. (2010) , Zelen (1993) ,Özekici and Pliska (1991), Hanin and Yakovlev (2001) , Kirch and Klein (1974) , Day and Walter (1984) , Chhatwal et al. Hu et al. (1996) ). These approaches, however, only model a low dimensional health state with varying levels of degradation.
In addition, existing models that consider frequency of monitoring decisions do not incorporate dynamic updating of information, rather making the assumption that all patients progress according to population statistics-driven transition functions. This is insufficient for the complex disease modeling we pursue in this work.
There is little work that seeks to model the complexities of a given disease by considering multiple interacting physiological indicators. Much of the current work relies on Markov Decision Processes (MDP) or simulation for determining optimal monitoring schedules. MDP models suffer from the curse of dimensionality, which hinders the potential for modeling multiple dimensions of patient disease state. Tractable optimization, on the other hand, is difficult or impossible in simulation. By using controlled linear Gaussian models for disease progression and monitoring, our work significantly advances the state-of-the-art in the modeling and monitoring of chronic diseases.
Machine Surveillance, Inspection and Maintenance Models: Extensive surveys of the literature in machine maintenance, inspection and surveillance are discussed by Pierskalla and Voelker (1976) , Sherif and Smith (1981) , Barlow et al. (1996), and Wang (2002) . These surveys propose that the literature can be divided into 5 primary modeling approaches (1) Age Replacement Models, (2) Block Replacement Models, (3) Delay-time Models for inspection, (4) Damage Models, (5) Deterioration Models.
Model types (3), (4), and (5) are particularly relevant to the monitoring of chronic diseases.
Damage models determine the properties of the failure time (e.g. disease progression), but do not consider the effect of inspections (see Nakagawa and Osaki (1974) , Morey (1966) ). Deterioration and delay-time models assume that machine degradation can only be observed by inspecting the system. Inspection carries cost c 1 , the current state of degradation carries a cost of c 2 and there is typically a cost for replacement and/or repair, proportional to the state of deterioration (see Luss (1976) , Yeh (1997) , Ohnishi et al. (1986) , Mine and Kawai (1975) , Derman and Sacks (1960) , Bloch-Mercier (2002) ), or the length of time a failure goes undetected (see Keller (1974 ), Kander (1978 , Munford and Shahani (1972) , Donelson (1977) , Luss (1983) , Savage (1962) , Barlow et al. (1963) ). These models, however, consider a one-dimensional state space with Markovian or semiMarkovian system dynamics and perfect observations, which is often insufficient for chronic disease monitoring.
In non-Markovian surveillance and inspection models (see Antelman and Savage (1965) , Nakagawa and Yasui (1980) , Kander and Raviv (1974), Chitgopekar (1974) ), the state space is still one-dimensional and the observations are assumed to be perfect. Papers that consider noisy or uncertain observations include Savage (1964) , Noonan and Fain (1962) , Rosenfield (1976 ), Eckles (1968 , Ohnishi et al. (1986) . Again, the state space is one-dimensional and, while some models consider rich noise components, most consider only simple noise. Chronic disease progression monitoring requires a multi-dimensional state space with both observation noise and system. Our research thereby significantly expands the modeling approaches in inspection/surveillance and deterioration/damage modeling.
Linear Gaussian Systems: Linear Gaussian systems and linear quadratic Gaussian control (LQG) have been used in many different applications in dynamical systems modeling, estimation, and control theory. A major departure from the foundational models, our particular interest is in linear Gaussian systems without fixed observation intervals. Sensor scheduling is a related areas as it assesses: given a set of available sensors, how frequently should one take measurements and from which sensors? Work in this area includes Mehra (1976) , Oshman (1994) , Wu and Arapostathis (2008) ; however, this literature typically assumes that a measurement is taken every period (though from different sensors). Control of measurement subsystems (see Meier III et al. (1967 ), Athans (1972 ), Lafortune (1985 ) is the area most closely related to ours. This work considers the problem of whether or not to take a measurement in each period. There is a cost for taking a measurement, a cost for system control, and a cost associated with each system state at every time instance.
Our work extends the LQG control theory by formulating and analyzing the class of monitoring problems in combination with user input and employing non-standard optimization approaches.
State Space Modeling of Progression
We develop state space models for estimating and forecasting disease state and demonstrate their application to modeling the progression of glaucoma. This approach allows us to incorporate both
(1) process noise, which can approximate the effect of unmodeled disease dynamics, and (2) measurement noise in medical test measurements. In Sec. 3.1 we present a linear Gaussian systems approach to modeling disease dynamics, which is then applied in Sec. 3.2 to glaucoma patients from a major clinical trial, the Collaborative Initial Glaucoma Treatment Study (CIGTS). Finally, Sec. 3.3 briefly describes the nature of the ProP estimator that converts a modeled disease state into a Probability of Progression. This component links the forecasting mechanisms developed in this section with the control on testing intervals presented in Sec. 4.
Linear Gaussian Systems Disease Model
State space models are adequate for a surprisingly general class of systems, especially if state augmentation is used to linearize them (see Bertsekas (1987 Bertsekas ( , 2000a ). This class of systems allows us to develop correlated multivariate Gaussian noise models for both (1) process noise, which can approximate the effect of unmodeled dynamics, and (2) measurement noise in medical test measurements. The linear Gaussian systems model is comprised of a patient disease state and the particular linear system disease dynamics.
3.1. 
where VF refers to a global measure of performance from the visual field test.
∂V F ∂t
, ∂ 2 V F ∂t 2 , and
refer to the first three moments of the VF measure with respect to time: velocity, acceleration and jerk. Similarly, IOP represents the intraocular pressure measurement. The third moment, jerk, was included after preliminary research revealed that the model with only the first two moments was missing sudden fluctuations in IOP and VF performance that are commonly associated with jerk in physics.
3.1.2. Linear System Disease Dynamics. Our discrete-time linear systems models are recursive models where, in each period, there is a system transition and also a measurement of the system that is available to the observer/controller. The mathematical formulation of these system dynamics consists of a state transition equation and a measurement equation. The transition equation defines how the disease is progressing from one period to the next and the measurement equation describes the system's observation of disease state through medical testing. As an anchor of the recursive system equations, there is an initial state that is assumed prior to any observations, based on population characteristics found in the CIGTS clinical trial.
State Transition Equation.
In each period, t, the system transitions to a new state according to a linear state transition matrix T and a vector Gaussian white noise input η. The Gaussian noise represents unmodeled disease process noise. The recursive transition equation is given by
where η is a Gaussian random vector with E[η] = 0 and Var[η] = Q. Clearly the system state, α t , is also a Gaussian random variable for all t since it is the result of a linear combination of Gaussian random variables. Non-white noise is present in some applications, which could be accounted for by generalizing the observation model (see Eq. 3) or by using state augmentation to model colored noise by passing the white noise through a linear system model (e.g. see Bertsekas (1987 Bertsekas ( , 2000a ).
Measurement Equation.
In the measurement equation, z t represents the observation vector; i.e.
the outcomes of the series of tests that are performed at each glaucoma patient's visit. Z is the matrix that determines how components of the true state, α t , are observed. is the Gaussian noise component that represents the test noise described in Sec. 1. The measurement equation has the form
where is a Kalman et al. (1960) ) is summarized below.
Prediction
Step. The prediction step takes the most recent mean and covariance estimate with information up to time t,α t|t andΣ t|t , and uses the linear system dynamics model from Eq. 2 to predict the future state asα
whereα t+1|t andΣ t+1|t are the predicted mean and covariance at time t + 1 given observations up to time t. Also note that the prime symbol, , represents the matrix transpose.
Update
Step. After the prediction step, a new observation is obtained and the error between the prediction and the observation is used to calculate the optimal new state estimate. In this step, first the measurement residual,ỹ t+1 , and the predicted covariance around the measurement, S t+1 , are calculated asỹ
The optimal Kalman gain, K t+1 , is the solution to an optimization that minimizes the trace of the estimated covariance matrix (and thereby minimizes the mean squared error of the estimate).
The optimal Kalman gain is given by
The optimal Kalman gain from Eq. 8 is used to calculate the optimal new state estimate,α t+1|t+1 andΣ t+1|t+1 , for the gaussian state random variable aŝ
where I is the identity matrix. Eq. 9 and 10 are the key equations that define the recursive Kalman estimator and will be relied upon in subsequent analysis.
Multi-Period Prediction. In our application, we would like to consider a dynamic schedule that depends on the condition of each patient which can vary from one patient to another. Thus the optimal time interval between tests will vary from one measurement to the next depending on the stability of a given patient's disease progression at prior time points. Therefore, our approach must predict an arbitrary number of periods before applying the update step. By eliminating the update step for periods in which no observation is performed, it is possible to apply the linear transition equation recursively to obtain the -step prediction equation (i.e. predicting periods into the future) asα
where α t+ is the Gaussian state variable at time given that observations are available through time t (i.e., the observation history). The first element of the sum represents the multi-period linear state transition and the second element of the sum represents the multi-period process noise accumulation.
Application of Linear Systems Models to the CIGTS Clinical Trial Data
In Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3 we presented the theoretical framework that we use to model disease progression in glaucoma patients. This section demonstrates the necessary steps to translate theory into a functional model using real patient data from a previously conducted clinical trial.
An important first step to developing an effective estimation and forecasting model is to properly parameterize the linear systems model. Based on historical data, the goal is to determine the matrices T (linear system dynamics), Q (process noise covariance), Z (the observation matrix that allows some or all of the states to be measured in a possibly altered form), H (measurement noise covariance),α 0 (initial state mean), andΣ 0 (initial state covariance). To determine these parameters, we rely on the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm for parameter estimation of linear stochastic systems and its implementation in Matlab (see Ghahramani and Hinton (1996) , Digalakis et al. (1993) , Murphy (1998) ).
First, we isolated a set of training data and used it to calibrate the model with the EM algorithm.
Then we tested the estimation model on the remaining patients who were enrolled in the CIGTS trial. For each patient in the test set, we ran the Kalman filter for the first two years of their time in the trial (as a warm-up) and then made predictions of the future state of their glaucoma from the two year point through the end of the patient's trial. Since most forms of glaucoma tend to progress very slowly over the course of many years, a two year warm up was deemed reasonable for this disease, but the transient period may be modified to fit the specific disease in question.
Although patients in the CIGTS had variable follow-up, we were able to test our predictions up to six years into the future for most patients. We then measured the prediction error by comparing the predicted mean state with the actual observations. The overall results presented in Fig. 2 and Table 2 show that our linear systems model for state prediction has very little bias.
Model Prediction Error Analysis
• Average prediction error remains close to 0 • Variance around prediction error grows the further into the future we attempt to predict Figure 2 Kalman filter prediction error versus number of periods predicted (where each period has a length 6 months).
Progression Models: Glaucoma ProP Function
Our next step is to match the Kalman Filter variables with treatment decisions. In glaucoma,
as is the case with various chronic diseases, clinicians often face the challenge of interpreting multidimensional data to make decisions of how best to treat their patients (see Katz (1999) ). This can be difficult in practice because the amount of data is so large and is processed mentally without the aid of any decision support system. Identifying and properly utilizing this multidimensional space of information over a history of observations is the purpose of the Probability of Progression and (2) a future moment at which the next measurement should be taken. The ProP function links patient disease state to disease progression by combining the widely-accepted Hodapp-ParrishAnderson (HPA) criteria to quantify that progression has occurred with a loss of 3 dB of mean deviation (the mean deviation is a summary measure of VF loss which is referred to as the "VF score" in this paper) with respect to the patient's baseline. We define the ProP function as a logistic regression that links the key physiological factors (e.g. VF and IOP) to the probability of progression as in Schell et al. (2011) :
where z(x) is a linear function of key risk factors, including VF and IOP measures and can include other important factors such as age, race and others depending on the specific disease. These factors are captured by the progression vector, a, which is so called because it represents the n-dimensional direction of steepest ascent toward progression. A thorough treatment of the key factors involved in glaucoma progression is can be found in Musch et al. (2009 ), Schell et al. (2011 .
Time to Next Test (TNT)
The idea behind our approach is that a test only needs to be performed when the physician is no longer sufficiently confident that the patient has not progressed. To determine the Time to Next
Test (TNT), we forecast the patient disease state trajectory into the future until the ProP function hits a threshold indicating sufficient likelihood of progression for a test to be performed. The optimal interval of time in between tests is therefore determined by the length of time it takes for the disease state forecast to reach the progression threshold. The complicating factor is that the future state is not a deterministic point in n-dimensional space, but rather an n-dimensional Gaussian random variable. Thus, we develop a stochastic Point of Maximum Progression (POMP) function that maximizes the deterministic ProP function over the Gaussian density of the forecasted state.
This yields the "worst" point, or the point of maximum progression, within a confidence region around the mean state vector; a conservative estimate of the patient's probability of progression. Fig. 3 is a conceptual representation of this approach for a 3-dimensional state space. In this figure t is the current period and the ellipse at period t represents the 100ρ% confidence region around the state estimate. As we forecast the patients disease state further into the future (e.g. In our approach the clinician has two parameters that can be adjusted to customize the treatment schedule to each patient, as summarized in Table 3 . The parameter τ controls the progression threshold. If for a given state the ProP function produces a value greater than 1/(1 + e −τ ) the patient is considered to have progressed. Hence the smaller the τ , the more frequently the model will recommend tests. The parameter ρ adjusts the size of the confidence region around the predicted Parameter Definition Effect on Testing τ ∈ (−∞, ∞); Progression threshold (w.r.t. POMP function); τ ↓= more frequent ρ ∈ (0, 1);
Size of confidence region around the mean state estimate; ρ ↑= more frequent mean disease state, thereby allowing the clinician to determine the confidence level that there has been no progression. The larger the ρ, the more frequently the model will recommend tests.
The benefit of the confidence region approach is that the confidence level can be adjusted by the clinician based on treatment strategy to be more aggressive (e.g. 90%) or less aggressive (e.g. 60%). For example, a doctor caring for an older glaucoma patient who has other illnesses may opt to be less aggressive in monitoring due to the low likelihood the patient will go blind in his/her remaining years and the risks of additional treatment may outweigh the potential benefits. This will lead to longer intervals between tests and thus less frequent testing. Alternatively, with a young, healthy glaucoma patient the doctor will increase ρ so that testing is more frequent to avoid missing detection of irreversible vision loss.
Point of Maximum Progression (POMP) Time to Next Test (TNT) Approach
In this section we develop a closed form solution to the optimization of the ProP function over the Gaussian prediction region. The form of prediction region that we choose to work with is an n-dimensional ellipsoid where n is the dimension of the state space. Mathematically we can define the 100ρ% prediction region for the Gaussian random variable with meanα t+ |t and covariancê Σ t+ |t for periods in the future as
whereα t andΣ t represent our current estimate of the mean and covariance of the disease state at time t (see Chew (1966) ). Also, χ 2 (1 − ρ, n) is the 1 − ρ quantile of the chi-square distribution with n degrees of freedom.
The goal is to associate the state estimate with ProP by using function f . However, the prediction region represents a set of points (rather than a single point) that we expect the true state to lie. If a conservative estimate of ProP is desired, then the approach would be to find the maximum value of the ProP function, f , over the prediction region, D ρ (α t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t ). Given the current state estimate, α t|t ,Σ t|t , the stochastic Point of Maximum Progression (POMP) function, h ρ , with respect to the ProP function, f , for the -step state forecast is given by
whereα t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t are obtained fromα t|t ,Σ t|t through Eq. 11 and 12. To solve the optimization problem formulated in Eq. 16, we first analyze the structure of the prediction region in the following lemma, proved in the Online Appendix.
Lemma 1. The prediction region, D ρ (α t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t ), defined by Eq. 15 is convex.
It is easily conceivable that in many chronic illnesses, as in glaucoma, the ProP function will be a logistic regression as described in Sec. 3.3. Therefore, maximizing the ProP function is equivalent to maximizing z(x) (see Eq. 13), which is a linear function of x. From this and Lemma 1, finding the point of maximum progression is then a convex optimization problem. To solve this optimization problem, we rely on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions.
Recall that a is the progression vector of risk factors from Eq. 14. The optimization of the ProP function over the prediction region has closed form solution given by the Theorem 1, which is proved in the Online Appendix. The closed form solution was determined using a two-stage approach based on the observation that the KKT conditions are both necessary and sufficient. First we solved the KKT stationarity conditions for an arbitrary coefficient of the constraint gradient.
The resulting solution was input into the complementary slackness conditions to determine the appropriate coefficient.
Theorem 1. Given the -step prediction region D ρ (α t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t ) defined by Eq. 15 with ρ ∈ (0, 1) and progression vector a, the maximum value of the ProP function, h ρ , and the associated disease state,h ρ , have a closed form solution,
Finally, given a progression threshold of τ the time to next test is determined by the TNT function, F ρ,τ (α t|t ,Σ t|t ), where F ρ,τ : R n × (R n × R n ) → N, maps the current state to the time interval between the current observation and the next observation.
In the next section we prove that the POMP function, h ρ , is monotonically increasing in , therefore the TNT function can be solved quickly and easily with iterative search techniques. As an example, a simple binary search that divides the search space in half at each iteration can solve this problem for a problem with n possible testing epochs in the worst case on order of O(log(n)), because the terms are monotonically increasing in . This is faster in the worst case than traditional binary search because of the special structure. Thus even when the search space is large, the algorithm will find the solution quickly. For example, imagine a disease that can be monitored on intervals of 1 second over the course of a year. The search space is 31,449,600 seconds/year.
The binary search will find the optimal monitoring time in at worst 25 function evaluations plus comparisons, which a modern computer could solve instantaneously.
In Section 5, we compare the performance of our TNT algorithm with currently accepted medical practice. We also present in Section 4.2 structural insights from our approach that have been hypothesized by researchers and clinicians but, to our knowledge, have not yet been rigorously validated. One major conclusion is that we are able to confirm the belief held by some (see Jansonius (2007)) that testing intervals for glaucoma should be variable rather than fixed. Our approach goes even further by showing that the length of the testing interval can be determined using the key physiological indicators of progression based on the patient's history of tests.
Structural Properties of the TNT Algorithm
In this section we discuss the structural properties of the TNT algorithm and the insights they provide about the monitoring and testing of chronic disease patients. Property 1, given in Theorem 2, says that the further into the future we wait before testing, the more uncertain we are about whether the patient has progressed or not, and thus are more likely to test. Property 2, given in Lemma 2, states that the more patient observations the model has, the smaller the estimated covariance is in the direction of progression, a (i.e. the direction of the progression vector a from Eq. 14). Property 3, given in Theorem 3, states that the system will test more frequently when there is less information about a patient. Property 4, given in Theorem 4, states that the worse off (i.e. closer to progression) a patient is, the more frequently they will be tested.
One of the primary features of many chronic diseases is that the disease tends to get worse over time. That is, the overall disease trajectory is a progressive one. Some clear examples include
Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and ALS among others. For glaucoma this is manifest in the fact that once a patient has lost sight they can never again regain it. Mathematically the progressive nature of chronic disease can be captured by a condition on the system transition matrix, T.
Definition 1. We call a linear transformation T, a progressing transformation for progression vector a ∈ R n , if (i) a Tα ≥ a α for all states α ∈ S, and (ii) for any matrix B such that a Ba ≥ 0, it follows that a TBT a ≥ a Ba.
Property 1 (Prediction Uncertainty) shows that as the Kalman filter projects the patient's state further into the future, it monotonically approaches the threshold, τ , for scheduling a next test. This property supports the intuition that, the further into the future we wait before testing, the more uncertain we are about the patient's disease state. Property 1 is given by the following theorem, which is proved in the Online Appendix.
Theorem 2. If the linear system transformation, T, is a progressing transformation, then for any state (α t|t ,Σ t|t ), the function h ρ (α t|t ,Σ t|t , ) = a α t+ |t + χ 2 (1 − ρ, n)a Σ t+ |t a is monotone increasing in .
Property 2 (No. Observations vs Uncertainty) shows that the covariance around the disease state estimate in the direction of progression is decreasing in the number of observations. Thus, the more information the system has about a patient, the less uncertainty there is in the disease state estimate with respect to whether the patient has progressed. To state this property rigorously, we first present some notation as well as 3 definitions regarding pertinent properties of the covariance matrix.
We consider a system where there is an initial observation at time t s and a final observation at In other words, the covariance estimate adjustment at time s j under policy π n is simply the amount by which the covariance is reduced as a result of having an observation at time s j , given prior observations at s 1 , . . . , s j−1 . This is the matrix that is subtracted as the second term of Eq. 10 in the Kalman filter update step.
Definition 3. For arbitrary square matrices M and N of the same dimension n, for any a ∈ R n ,
Definition 3 is similar to the matrix equivalent of the greater than symbol for scalars, but is tied to a specific multiplier a. The final definition will enable us to define a relationship between the cumulative covariance estimate adjustment over the entire schedule, π n , of systems with different observation schedules.
Definition 4. We call a matrix sequence,
It can be shown that systems with uncorrelated noise components have the a-monotonicity property for the sum of covariance estimate adjustments. For correlated noise, this property is extremely difficult to show analytically but can be checked numerically for any system using some simple code (we used Matlab). This has been checked and clearly holds for the system parameterized by our clinical trial data described in Sec. 5. For reasonable systems of progressive disease, amonotonicity should hold because lack of a-monotonicity leads to a counter intuitive result. Every time the Kalman filter obtains an observation, an adjustment is made that reduces the covariance around the state estimate independent of the actual observed value. If a-monotonicity did not hold, then it would be possible that adding an extra observation would reduce the overall covariance adjustment to the system. In discussions with our clinical collaborators, it is expected that this property will hold for a variety of chronic diseases. The following lemma, which is proved in the Online Appendix, shows that if more patient observations are available to the system the covariance will be smaller in the direction of progression.
and let π n = π m ∪π n−m ∈ Π n ([t s , t f ]) be a policy that calls for all the observations of π m but also has an additional n − m observations within the interval (t s , t f ). Under the assumption that the matrix sequence (
Lemma 2 both yields Property 2 -more patient observations correlates with more certainty about whether the patient has progressed.
Property 3 (No. Observations vs Testing Frequency) shows that the length of the testing interval is shorter (i.e. tests are scheduled more frequently) when the system has less information.
This property mirrors physician behavior in that a glaucoma specialist will often see the patient more frequently when they have less information about the patient (e.g. a new patient), but if the patient has been stable for a long time the specialist will begin to increase the interval between tests. The following theorem, which is proved in the Online Appendix, supports this intuition analytically.
Theorem 3. Given open loop testing policies
n > m and π m ⊂ π n , under the assumption that the covariance estimate updates are a-monotone,
Property 4 (Disease State vs Testing Frequency) shows that a patient who is "worse off" will be tested more frequently than a patient who is "doing well." This property manifests itself clearly in the case study results of Section 5. The following theorem supporting Property 4 is proved in the Online Appendix.
Theorem 4. Given two patients at time t with mean state vectorsα 1 andα 2 and covariance matricesΣ 1 andΣ 2 , if a α 1 > a α 2 andΣ 1 aΣ2 then patient 1 will be tested no later than patient 2.
In the next section, we present a case study where these structural properties will be seen as applied to actual patients from a glaucoma clinical trial. We also show the value of using the TNT algorithm over current practice in glaucoma monitoring.
CIGTS Case Study Results
In this section we present an experiment based on historical data taken from the Collaborative Initial Glaucoma Treatment Study (CIGTS). In the experiment, we test our POMP TNT algorithm against the current practice of fixed intervals between tests, using three different fixed interval lengths: Short (1 year between tests), Medium (1.5 years between tests) and Long (2 years between tests). We begin by describing the available data and the design of the experiment. Then we present the aggregate results comparing the POMP TNT algorithm with fixed interval algorithms. Finally, the intuition and insights gained from the application of the algorithm are explained using examples from the patient population.
Data and Design of Experiment
The CIGTS was a glaucoma clinical trial that followed 607 patients with newly-diagnosed glaucoma for up to 10 years. During the course of the trial, VF and IOP readings were taken every 6 months.
During the trial some of the patients required further intervention due to inadequate control of glaucoma. The trial protocol required that further intervention to be Argon Laser Trabeculoplasty (ALT). We divided the data into training data (70% of the data) and test data (30% of the data).
The training and test sets were selected randomly, but we maintained the original ratio between progressing and non-progressing patients in both the training and test sets.
Once the Kalman filter was trained, we ran the POMP TNT algorithm on all the test patients.
We allowed the algorithm to run, scheduling tests for each patient, until either the trial finished for the patient or progression was detected in the patient. Progression was defined as either a patient who met the progression criteria in Section 3.3 or a patient who had ALT treatment.
To calibrate the POMP TNT algorithm, we tested different parameters for (1) the size of the prediction region and (2) the cutoff for determining whether progression has occurred using the logistic regression from Eq. 13. The results presented in Section 5.2 are from the algorithm with parameters ρ = 0.75 for prediction region size and progression threshold τ = 0.75. In practice, the glaucoma specialist would adjust the levels dynamically, but we allow them to be fixed for the purposes of our analysis.
Results and Insights
In this section we first present aggregate measures of the effectiveness of the POMP TNT algorithm.
Next, we present some examples of how the algorithm behaves for different types of patients to support the insights into effective testing policies from Section 4.2. Finally, we discuss how the results from our POMP TNT algorithm support the hypothesis in the glaucoma community that variable testing intervals may perform better than fixed intervals and demonstrate how our algorithm provides a means to determine the length of the variable intervals.
Three aggregate effectiveness measures were considered when comparing the POMP TNT with fixed interval testing: (1) percent of cases that called for a test on the period in which a patient actually did progress (Accuracy, higher is better) (2) average number of periods that a patient's progression went undetected (Diagnostic Delay, lower is better) (3) average number of tests per patient (Number of Tests, lower is better). The results from the experiment are delineated in Table   4 .
POMP TNT 1 year fixed 1. Table 4 Comparison of POMP TNT with Fixed Interval Testing.
The POMP TNT algorithm is decidedly more accurate than any of the fixed interval testing regimens and nearly as good or better in terms of diagnostic delay and number of tests. The comparison with the Short (1 year) fixed interval is particularly interesting because 1 year testing intervals would be considered too frequent for a significant proportion of glaucoma patients, and yet the POMP TNT algorithm is able to achieve nearly the same level of detection (diagnostic delay differs by only 18 days on average) or better (32% increase in accuracy) with 34% fewer tests. Similarly, POMP TNT registers nearly twice the accuracy of the 2 year fixed interval with less than half the diagnostic delay using nearly the same number of tests.
Next we present examples of how POMP TNT works on different patients to demonstrate the difference between the POMP algorithm and traditional fixed interval algorithms. For the purposes of exposition, we chose two progressing patients and two non-progressing patients. Figure 4 shows the values of VF and IOP measured at the testing points prescribed by POMP TNT. As a reminder, a high IOP is a risk factor for progression and a low VF score is an indicator of vision loss. The x-axis is divided into intervals with each period representing six months (based on the CIGTS test intervals). Periods with no VF and IOP values represent periods in which no measurement should be taken according to POMP TNT. Figure 5 is a representation of two patients that progressed during the CIGTS trial, with the final measurement representing the period in which they progressed (periods 5 and 6 respectively). Two examples of POMP TNT applied to non-progressing patients. These graphs show how the POMP TNT algorithm intelligently uses the available information to make decisions based on a variety of complex factors. Non-progressing patient 1's glaucoma at the first reading appears to be fairly advanced as indicated by the low VF score, which would be of concern to a physician. This is consistent with Theorem 4. Because the patient's first reading is significantly in the direction of the progression threshold, the algorithm will test again in the next period. The next several tests, however, yield better VF scores indicating that the low VF in the first reading was most likely a result of measurement noise. Once the algorithm gains confidence that the true state is farther from progression than initially believed, it starts to increase the length of time in between tests. This is consistent with the approach many glaucoma specialists take with respect to treatment scheduling. That is, when a patient's vision loss is significant already, the physician will be more cautious, endeavoring to preserve the remaining vision and avert complete blindness.
Non-progressing patient 2 illustrates the effect of the quantity of patient data on the POMP TNT Based on Theorem 4 and the distance from progression, the second test is scheduled for a year (2 periods) later. At the second test, the patient's VF score has dropped and the IOP score has risen significantly with respect to the patient's baseline score (both occurrences signal danger of progression). This causes the algorithm to schedule another test in the next period (period 4). The period 4 reading confirms the drop in VF with another low reading; however, the new reading is not low enough to signal progression yet, so the algorithm schedules another test for period 5. In period 5, the ProP function indicates that the patient has progressed so the algorithm terminates.
Progressing patient 2 has an initial VF reading that indicates fairly advanced glaucoma and they have a risk factor of a high IOP level. Thus, the second test is scheduled for the next period (6 months) later. The second reading yields a significantly lower VF score, which indicates that we have detected progression by our definition and hence the algorithm terminates.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper contributes a new modeling paradigm for the monitoring of glaucoma and other chronic diseases. In contrast to disease detection models, chronic diseases often require monitoring a number of key physiological indicators that provide rich and dynamic information about a patient's changing condition. In this appendix we provide a proof of the main statements and analytical results from the POMP TNT algorithm.
Lemma 1
To prove that the prediction region D ρ (α t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t ) is convex, let y = x −α t+ |t . Let g(y) = y Σ −1 t+ |t y − χ 2 (1 − ρ, n). Then the constraint g(y) ≤ 0 is convex iff the Hessian of g is positive semi-definite. If we letΣ
Then the Hessian of g is given by
t+ |t is positive semi-definite, then so is 2Σ
To show that h ρ has closed form solution with optimal valueh ρ , we begin with the fact that the feasible region is convex by Lemma 1. Further, the objective function can be reformulated to an equivalent objective that is linear in the decision variable. It is clear that maximizing
is equivalent to maximizing the linear function z(x) = b + ax. Since z(x) is a linear function of x, we have that ∇z(x) = a. We reformulate maximization problem to the equivalent minimization problem to match the standard KKT conditions:
Due to the linear objective and the convex constraints, the KKT conditions for the equivalent minimization problem are both necessary and sufficient. Thus if we can find a solution that satisfies the KKT conditions, the solution will also be optimal.
First note thatΣ t+ |t is positive semi-definite so a Σ t+ |t a ≥ 0. Secondly, if a Σ t+ |t a = 0 then we would have a perfect prediction of the patient's future state without any uncertainty, which is not realistic so without loss of generality we let a Σ t+ |t a > 0. This eliminates any degenerate cases for taking square roots or dividing by a Σ t+ |t a. Stationarity Conditions If we let f represent the objective function of the minimization problem (Eq. EC.1) and g represent the constraint function then the stationarity conditions are
where the first equality follows by taking the respective gradients and the second equality follows by plugging in the proposed optimal solution, x * =h ρ (α t+ |t ,Σ t+ |t ), for x. If we then let
clearly the stationarity conditions, ∇f + u · ∇g = 0, will be satisfied
Complementary Slackness Conditions As before, we let x * =h ρ be the proposed solution to the optimization problem
Therefore, the complementary slackness conditions are satisfied.
Dual Feasibility By Eq. EC.2 it is clear the u ≥ 0.
Theorem 2
We prove monotonicity of h ρ (α t|t ,Σ t|t , ) given progression vector a via induction. which implies that each entry of the a TL vector, the left half of Eq. EC.5, is larger than or equal to each entry of the a L vector, the right half of Eq. EC.6. Further, we have that L T a = (a TL)
and L a = (a L) . Combining Eq.'s EC.5, EC.6, EC.7, EC.8, and EC.9, a TΣ t|t T a = (a TL 1 ) 2 + (a TL 2 ) 2 + . . .
(EC.10)
The first equality follows from Eq. EC.7 and the fact that the right half of the Cholesky decomposition is just the transpose of the left half. The inequality follows by applying the properties of the progressing transformation, T, to each term, (a TL 1 ) 2 , of the sum. The final equality follows from the same arguments as the first equality. This result could have been shown by invoking Def.
1 (ii); however, we chose the preceding approach to show that this property holds in general even without requiring the second property of a progressing transformation. In fact, Eq. EC.10 will hold for any positive semi-definite matrix as long as Def 1 (i) holds, and since the covariance matrix is positive semi-definite it follows from the arguments of Eq. EC.10.
Finally since Q is positive semi-definite, a Qa ≥ 0. Now we have shown that a TΣ t|t T a ≥ a Σ t|t a and a Tα t|t > a α t|t . It follows directly from Eq. EC.4 and EC.3 that h ρ (α t|t ,Σ t|t , 1) = a Tα t|t + χ 2 (1 − ρ, n)a (TΣ t|t T + Q)a (EC.11) ≥ a α t|t + χ 2 (1 − ρ, n)a Σ t|t a = h ρ (α t|t ,Σ t|t , 0) (EC.12)
The base case has been proven. For the induction step, assume the claim is true for l, it follows that the claim holds for l + 1 directly using the same arguments and the fact that a α t+ +1|t = a Tα t+ |t (EC.13) a Σ t+ +1|t a = a TΣ t+ |t T a + a Qa.
(EC.14) ec8 e-companion to Author: Dynamic Forecasting and Control for Glaucoma
We have now shown the first two steps of showing that the a relationship between Eq. EC.18 and Eq. EC.19 holds for increasingly large groups of terms. These arguments can be continued on each successive symmetric superset of terms (enclosed in parentheses) until the relationship Eq. EC.18
a Eq. EC.19 is established. The result could also easily be shown using induction on the number of terms in Eq. EC.18. Since the result did not depend on the particular interval into which the extra observation was inserted, it is clear that the result is general. The result also holds for the end points of the observation interval, [1, s 1 ] and [s m−1 , t], directly from the arguments above.
The general result for feasible n > m + 1 can be shown by building up a series of policies π m ⊂ π m+1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ π n . Using the arguments developed to show that Σ (EC.25)
Thus the result has been shown for arbitrary feasible m and n > m.
Theorem 3
To prove the theorem, we first show that for all = 0, 1, 2, . . ., h ρ (α t|t ,Σ Eq. EC.26 follows from Eq. EC.27, which follows directly from Eq. EC.28. Since h ρ (α t|t ,Σ πm t|t , ) ≥ h ρ (α t|t ,Σ πn t|t , ) for all = 0, 1, 2, . . ., then clearly for a given progression threshold τ , the relationship holds for the time to next test optimization: T j QT j a ≥ τ.
(EC.30)
By assumption a(α 1 − α 2 ) > 0, and because T is a progressing transformation we have that
Therefore, h ρ (α 1 ,Σ 1 , ) ≥ h ρ (α 2 ,Σ 2 , ). It follows that the optimal will be no greater for patient 1 than for patient 2. Therefore the result has been shown.
